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C O L L E C T I O N

Span Bath
DESCRIPTION
The Span wall and bath fixture by Tech Lighting is ultrathin and
ultracontemporary with its streamlined light bar and minimalist
design. This sleek bath bar is made possible through the use
of integrated edgelit LED technology. What appears to be a
simple plate of frosted acrylic when off, is magically illuminated
across the entire surface once turned on giving the appearance
of light coming out of thin air. Each Span bath fixture can be
mounted horizontally above a mirror or mounted vertically
flanking a mirror as a wall sconce. Three length options allow
this bath light to be adapted to powder room lighting as well as
master bathroom lighting and each are fully dimmable to help
create the desired ambiance in your special space. For a list of
compatible dimmers please refer to dimming chart for more
information. 2' version includes 26 watt, 1215 delivered lumen.
3' version includes 39 watt, 1820 delivered lumen, 4' version
includes 52 watt, 2430 delivered lumen, 3000K LED module.
Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic dimmer. Mounts
horizontally or vertically. Direct or Direct/Indirect (50/50) light
distribution options.
WEIGHT
2.932.93lb / 1.331.33kg ±
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